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$EVWUDFW 

7KH�LQYHVWLJDWLRQV�RI�EXEEOH�IRUPDWLRQ�G\QDPLFV�DW�D�FURVV�MXQFWLRQ�LQ�D�VWUDLJKW�PLOOL�

FKDQQHO�ZHUH�UHSRUWHG��7KH�EXEEOH�IRUPDWLRQ�SURFHVV�FRXOG�EH�GLYLGHG�LQWR�WKH�ILOOLQJ�

DQG�VTXHH]LQJ�VWDJHV��DQG�WKHLU�IUHTXHQFLHV�ZHUH�FRPSDUHG�DW�YDULRXV�FRQGLWLRQV��,W�ZDV�

IRXQG�WKDW�WKH�ILOOLQJ�DQG�VTXHH]LQJ�IUHTXHQFLHV�ZHUH�FRQWUROOHG�PDLQO\�E\�WKH�JDV�DQG�

OLTXLG�VXSHUILFLDO�YHORFLWLHV�� UHVSHFWLYHO\��7KH�EXEEOH� IRUPDWLRQ�IUHTXHQFLHV�FRXOG�EH�

UHODWHG�WR�WKH�JDV�OLTXLG�VXSHUILFLDO�YHORFLW\�UDWLRV��WKH�OLTXLG�VXSHUILFLDO�YHORFLWLHV��DQG�

WKH�EXEEOH� OHQJWK��7KH�EXEEOH� IRUPDWLRQ�SURFHVV�ZDV� WKHQ� DQDO\]HG� FRQVLGHULQJ� WKH�

OHQJWK�RI�WKH�JDV�ILQJHU�ULJKW�DIWHU� WKH�EXEEOH�SLQFK�RII��7ZR�SDWWHUQV�ZHUH�LGHQWLILHG�

GHSHQGLQJ�RQ�ZKHWKHU�WKH�SLQFK�RII�RFFXUUHG�LQVLGH�RI�WKH�FURVV�MXQFWLRQ�RU�QRW��7KH�

WUDQVLWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�WKHVH�WZR�SDWWHUQV�ZDV�GHVFULEHG�E\�D�FULWLFDO�OLTXLG�&DSLOODU\�QXPEHU��

)XUWKHUPRUH��WKH�VTXHH]LQJ�DQG�GULSSLQJ�SDWWHUQV�ZHUH�GLVWLQJXLVKHG�DV�WKH�JDV�ILQJHU�

FRXOG� IXOO\� EORFN� WKH� FKDQQHO� RU� QRW��7KH� WUDQVLWLRQV� EHWZHHQ� WKH� EXEEOH� IRUPDWLRQ�

SDWWHUQV�ZHUH�GHWHUPLQHG�E\�WKH�JDV�:HEHU�QXPEHU�DQG�OLTXLG�&DSLOODU\�QXPEHU��)LQDOO\��

WKH�EXEEOH�OHQJWK��WKH�OLTXLG�VOXJ�OHQJWK��DQG�WKH�EXEEOH�OHQJWK�QRUPDOL]HG�E\�WKH�XQLW�

FHOO�OHQJWK�FRXOG�DOO�EH�SUHGLFWHG�EDVHG�RQ�WKH�JDV�OLTXLG�VXSHUILFLDO�YHORFLW\�UDWLRV�Ș���  

 

.H\ZRUGV��7D\ORU� IORZ��%XEEOH� IRUPDWLRQ��&URVV�MXQFWLRQ��%XEEOH�SLQFK�RII��3DWWHUQ�

WUDQVLWLRQ� 
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���,QWURGXFWLRQ 

The microtechnology devices to put gas and liquid in contact allow 

producing highly regular, repeatable, and mono-dispersed bubbles and liquid 

slugs, which could be found in numerous applications of chemical, biology, and 

pharmaceutical engineering (*HQJ�HW�DO�������; ;X�HW�DO�������), and in many other 

fields. In the meantime, multiphase reactions, mixing, or separations are usually 

involved. Each liquid slug could be considered as an individual microfluidic 

reactor that is isolated from each other by the bubbles. For that, special attention 

should be paid to the bubble formation process, which has been extensively 

investigated through experimental and simulation methods (<DR� HW� DO��� ����), 

EHFDXVH� WKH� TXHVWLRQ� RI� ³ZKHQ� DQG� KRZ� EXEEOH� SLQFK-RII� KDSSHQV´� GLUHFWO\�

determines the bubble and liquid slug size, frequency and flow regimes ('DQJ�HW�

DO�������; +DDVH������).  

The main factors influencing the bubble pinch-off in microfluidic devices 

were found as follows: the confinement space or channel geometry (*DUVWHFNL�HW�

DO�������; 'LHWULFK�HW�DO�������), the gas-liquid superficial velocity ratio (*DUVWHFNL�

HW�DO�������), the rheology of the liquid phase (/X�HW�DO�������D; =KDQJ�HW�DO�������; 

6RQWWL�HW�DO�������), the surface tension (6KDR�HW�DO�������; /X�HW�DO�������E; /L�HW�

DO�������), the presence of surfactants (/L�HW�DO�������). In particular, the channel 

geometry could be further identified by the inlet geometry (e.g., T-junction, flow-

focusing/cross-junction, and co-flowing geometries), wettability of channel, and 

cross-sectional shapes (*DUVWHFNL�HW�DO�������). Despite the regularity of the bubble 

and liquid slugs, a universal predictive model without empirical coefficients is 

still in demand to get a thorough understanding of the bubble formation dynamics 

and size predictions (6YHWORY�DQG�$ELHY������).  

The bubble formation mechanisms in microfluidic devices were 

commonly classified into three patterns ()X�DQG�0D������; <DR�HW�DO�������), i.e., 

squeezing, dripping (shearing), and jetting regimes, which were generally 
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analyzed through image analysis from experimental data, theoretical modeling, or 

numerical simulations. Recently, .RUF]\N� HW� DO�� ������ revealed an additional 

leaking regime accounting for the corner flow, which clarified the lowest 

boundaries for squeezing regimes at low capillary numbers. The bubble breakup 

patterns were influenced by the balance between the forces acting on the gas 

finger (or gas thread), namely interfacial force, viscous shear force, pressure 

gradient along the bubble and inertia force ('ROOHW�HW�DO�������).  

Among them, the jetting regime (;X�HW�DO�������) was usually encountered 

under high capillary numbers. The bubbles were pinched-off by the surrounding 

liquid downstream of the inlet (e.g., cross-junction, or gas micro-capillary). The 

pinch-off was thus triggered by the balance between viscous shear force and 

interfacial force ()X�HW�DO�������; &DVWUR�+HUQ灮QGH]�HW�DO�������). In the jetting 

regime, the generated bubble sizes were far smaller compared to the channel size. 

The dripping (shearing) regime ('H�0HQHFK�HW�DO�������) was a transition regime 

between the squeezing and jetting regimes, which was also encountered under 

high Capillary number. The gas phase entered the main channel without blocking 

it, making possible for the liquid phase to freely bypass the gas thread. The viscous 

shear force also took a major role in rupturing bubbles, which were detached near 

the cross junction or gas micro-capillary. For the squeezing regime (*DUVWHFNL�HW�

DO��� ����), the dispersed phase penetrated into the main channel, propagated 

towards the wall and downstream, resulting in a blockage of the continuous phase 

flow. Due to this blockage, the increased pressure force induced at the upstream 

of the gas thread finally triggered the breakup. The interfacial force dominated the 

viscous force (i.e., low Capillary numbers). Furthermore, the generated bubble 

and droplet lengths in the squeezing regime were almost independent on the 

capillary numbers, unlike the other regimes. 

Concerning the transitions between these formation regimes, *DUVWHFNL�HW�

DO�������� found that the transition between the squeezing and dripping regimes 

occurred at a critical Capillary number equal to 10-2. Later ;X�HW�DO�������� and 
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)X� HW� DO�� �����E� further specified the Capillary number ranges for different 

formation regimes: for squeezing and shearing regimes, they were identified from 

10-4 to 0.0058 and from 0.013 to 0.1, respectively. In addition, at a medium range 

of Ca (0.0058-0.013), both squeezing pressure and the shearing force affected the 

collapse. This transition regime was defined DV�µVTXHH]LQJ� WR�GULSSLQJ¶� UHJLPH�

(;X�HW�DO�������; )X�HW�DO�������).  

However, some researchers found that it is difficult to determine the 

transition boundaries simply basing on the Capillary numbers. Recently, 6RQWWL�

DQG� $WWD� ������ identified the droplet formation maps depending on the 

continuous phase (i.e., water) Capillary number and the dispersed phase (i.e., oil) 

Weber number, and they demonstrated the transition boundaries between different 

regimes. This work also highlighted the critical role of dispersed Weber numbers. 

Furthermore, 0DGDQD�DQG�$OL������� simulated the droplet formation using VOF 

method in a T-junction and classified the droplet formation regimes to five types. 

This flow regime map indicated that the droplet formation regimes and their 

transitions were governed by two-phase Capillary numbers and gas-liquid flow 

rate ratio. However, the transition boundaries between different formation 

regimes were generally plotted by the regime maps (/LX�DQG�=KDQJ������; /L�HW�

DO�������) and not quantitatively characterized. Accounting for the corner flow, 

.RUF]\N�HW�DO�������� investigated the droplet formation in a square T-junction 

and identified the lower and upper bounds of the squeezing regime, corresponding 

to the transitions to the leaking and jetting regimes. The transitions could be 

described in terms of the normalized droplet size as a function of the continuous 

phase Capillary number and the ratio between the dispersed and continuous phase 

flow rates (6FKXOHU�HW�DO�������). 

Concerning the bubble formation process, three stages could be identified 

($EDGLH������):�filling (or expansion) ()X�HW�DO�������), squeezing (or collapse) 

�)X�HW�DO�������D�, and fast pinch-off (or nonlinear breakup) �/X�HW�DO�������E�. 

*DUVWHFNL�HW�DO�������� were the pioneers to explore the squeezing stage and bubble 
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breakup in confined channels. They analyzed the thinning rate of the minimum 

width of the gas thread and found that it could be described by a linear collapse 

and a non-linear breakup, which was determined by the confinement of the 

channel and the Rayleigh-Plateau instability, respectively. Later on, many 

researchers (*DUVWHFNL�HW�DO�������; 'ROOHW�HW�DO�������; )X�HW�DO�������D; /X�HW�DO���

����E) further investigated the minimum width of the gas finger wneck and found 

a power law relationship with the remaining time tremain until pinch-off. The power 

law exponent ׇ was found at 1/3 ('ROOHW�HW�DO�������; )X�HW�DO�������D) or 2/5 (9DQ�

+RHYH�HW�DO�������) or 1/2 (/X�HW�DO�������E) or 1/6 for non-Newtonian liquid ()X�

HW�DO�������). Apart from the width of the gas thread, /L�HW�DO�������� showed that 

the pinch-off positions may change slightly at different breakup loops. Therefore, 

further studies about the axial position of gas finger right after the bubble pinch-

off (or the axial position of minimum gas thread neck right before breakup) need 

to be implemented to give more accurate quantitative descriptions between 

different formation regimes. 

The Part I of the present work aims at filling this research gap by proposing 

deeper investigations on the Taylor bubble formation process at a cross-junction 

inlet geometry. It will also serve as a basis for analyzing the gas-liquid mass 

transfer occurring during this bubble formation process (Part ჟ). The present 

paper is structured as following. Section 2 will describe the experimental setup, 

image post-treatments and data processing implemented for studying bubble 

formation dynamics. In sub-sections 3.1 and 3.2, the bubble formation mechanism 

will be presented in terms of characteristic frequency and pattern, while the sub-

section 3.3 will focus on the flow regimes and bubble shapes. In the sub-sections 

3.4, the bubble lengths, liquid slug length and bubble velocities will be discussed 

according to the gas-liquid superficial velocity ratio and two-phase superficial 

velocities.  
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���0DWHULDOV�DQG�PHWKRGV 

����([SHULPHQWDO�VHWXS� �  

The experimental setup is illustrated in )LJ���. The device was fabricated 

in a transparent polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) plate (100u600u2 mm3) and 

sandwiched by other two PMMA plates (100u600u4 mm3) with screws and 

sealing rings. The contacting geometry to generate bubbles is a cross-junction, in 

which the two fluids merged in a cross where the gas was flowing in the main 

channel and the liquid was supplied with two orthogonal channels to squeeze the 

bubbles. All the channels, including the injection inlets of gas and liquid, and the 

main channel, were designed with the same square cross sections (w2 ؆�2u2 mm2). 

The dimensions of the square channel deviated from 2 mm due to the 

manufacturing precision and mounting deformation of the channel. For this reason, 

the exact dimensions of the main channel will be calibrated firstly (see 

Supplementary Material S1, wh = 2.19 mm, wv= 2.13 mm, and wside= 2.17 mm). 

The hydraulic diameter of the channel, noted dh, were found equal to 2.16 ± 0.03 

mm. The lengths of the gas inlet, liquid inlet and main channels were 30 mm, 45 

mm, and 550 mm, respectively. 

 
)LJ��� Schematic representations of the experimental setup: 1. Lab air supply system, 2. Mass 

flow controller, 3. Liquid syringe pump, 4. Cross-junction straight milli-channel, 5. Camera, 

6. Filter & Lens, 7. Green LED, 8. PC, 9. Collection beaker. 
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����)ORZ�FRQWURO�HTXLSPHQW 

Air, as gas phase, was fed from house compressed air lines and the flow 

rate was controlled by a DPC17S-V0L6-BB5 airflow controller (calibrated under 

101.4 kPa and 21.1 qC). Liquid solutions were both supplied from a 60 mL syringe 

in a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, PHD 22/2000, USA). The gas was 

introduced to the main channel and the liquid was injected perpendicularly from 

two side channels at the same flow rates (QL/2). After changing to a new flow rate 

condition, at least two times of residence time were considered to reach a steady 

gas-liquid flow. The gas superficial velocity jG0 (jG0 = QG0 �� ȍ��� DQG� OLTXLG�

superficial velocity, jL (jL = QL ��ȍ���ZHUH�FDOFXODWHG�E\�WKH�DVVRFLDWHG�YROXPHWULF�

flow rates (i.e., QG0 and QL) and the cross-sectional area �ȍ� �݀
ଶ). Due to the 

gas compressibility, the subscript 0 was added to explicitly indicate that the gas 

superficial velocity was calculated at the inlet position (jG0). No equivalent 

subscript was used for the liquid phase as the liquid superficial velocity does not 

FKDQJH�DORQJ�WKH�FKDQQHO¶V�OHQJWK� The gas superficial velocities jG0 ranged from 

3.6 to 35.7 cmᄷ s-1 and the liquid superficial velocities jL ranged from 3.6 to 42.9 

cmᄷ s-1. The total superficial velocity for two-phase flow jTP (jTP = jG0 + jL) was 

defined as the summation of gas and liquid superficial velocities at the inlet. 

Correspondingly, the two-phase Capillary number CaTP (��் ൌ
ஜైౌ
ై

) and 

Weber number WeTP (��் ൌ
ై�ౌమ�ௗ

ై
) ranged from 1.6 × 10-3 to 8.5 × 10-3 and 

from 0.3 to 9.5, respectively. 

 

����)OXLG�SURSHUWLHV 
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For investigating the bubble formation dynamics, the same liquid phase as 

the one used for gas-liquid mass transfer studies (Part II) was considered. It was 

composed of D-glucose anhydrous (Sigma Aldrich, CAS 50-99-7, noted GL) at a 

concentration of 20 ��ᄷ�ି ଵ, sodium hydroxide (Sigma Aldrich, CAS 1310-73-2) 

at a concentration of 20 ��ᄷ�ିଵ , and resazurin (Sigma Aldrich, CAS 199303, 

purity 93%, noted RZ) at a concentration of 0.074 ��ᄷ�ିଵ (corresponding to a 

maximal consumption concentration of oxygen, equal to 5.2 ݉��ᄷ�ି ଵ, see Part 

II). The physical-chemical SURSHUWLHV� RI� WKH� OLTXLG phase were measured by 

'LHWULFK�HW�DO��������. The liquid density, viscosity and surface tension are 1004.5 

kg m-3, 1.118 mPa s, and 75 mN m-1, respectively. All experiments were 

conducted under atmospheric pressure (no counter-pressure valve was used at the 

outlet of the channel) and at room temperature (around 20° C).  

����,PDJH�DFTXLVLWLRQ�DQG�LPDJH�SURFHVVLQJ 

The gas-liquid flows were lighted by a M530L4 LED (Light-emitting 

diode, bandwidth at 35 nm) and images were recorded by a Basler acA1920-

155µm camera (1920u1200 pixels, 12 bits) equipped with a 50 mm 1:1.4 Nikkor 

lens. This 530 nm wavelength of green LED was chosen in accordance with the 

absorption spectra of resorufin, which presented high absorbance near 530nm (see 

Supplementary Material S1). The LED was equipped to an aspheric condenser 

lens (ACL5040U-A, ߶�ͷͲ�݉݉) to generate parallel light beam and a NE2R10A 

absorptive ND filter was added to increase the LED intensity stability. The camera 

was set to work at a recording rate of 400 fps (i.e., acquisition time at 2.5 ms) with 

an exposure time of 22 ȝs. The spatial resolution of the images was at 8.25 ȝm 

per pixel. For all observing positions along the channel, a unique size of the 

region-of-interest (ROI) window was used: 1900u305 pixels (15.7u2.5 mm2). 

Different ROI positions were shown in Supplementary Material S2.   
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%\�DSSO\LQJ�WKH�SURFHGXUHV�of� LPDJH�SURFHVVLQJ�GHVFULEHG�LQ�0HL�HW�DO��

�������IRU�UDZ�LPDJHV��)LJ�����D����WKH�EXEEOHV�DQG�OLTXLG�VOXJV�FRXOG�EH�GHWHFWHG�

XVLQJ�WKH�PXOWLOHYHO�WKUHVKROG�EDVHG�RQ�2WVX¶V�PHWKRG�(2WVX������)��VKRZQ�LQ�)LJ��

���E��DQG��F���UHVSHFWLYHO\��7KH�K\GURG\QDPLF�FKDUDFWHULVWLFV��VXFK�DV�WKH�EXEEOH�

OHQJWK� �/%��� YHORFLW\� �8%�� DQG� IUHTXHQF\� �I%��� DQG� WKH� OLTXLG� VOXJ� OHQJWK� �/6��

�GHILQHG�LQ�)LJ������ZHUH�DOVR�REWDLQHG�E\�WKH�RULJLQDO�FRGH�LQ�0DWODE��5����E��  

 

)LJ�����6HTXHQFHV�RI�LPDJH�SURFHVVLQJ�LPSOHPHQWHG���D��UDZ�LPDJH���E��GHWHFWLRQ�RI�WKH�

EXEEOH���F��GHWHFWLRQ�RI�WKH�OLTXLG�VOXJ��2SHUDWLQJ�FRQGLWLRQ��M*�� ������FPᄷ�V���DQG�M/� ������

FPᄷ�V��� 

 

���5HVXOWV�DQG�GLVFXVVLRQ 

����%XEEOH�IRUPDWLRQ�G\QDPLFV�  

As discussed later ()LJ���), the squeezing regime is dominant in the present 

work. )LJ��� shows that, in this regime, three stages could be identified as below: 

� Filling (also called expansion) stage, shown from )LJ��� (c) to (h). The gas 

finger (defined as the coming gas thread) grew and entered the main 

channel until it occupied most of the channel. In the meantime, the liquid 

from two side channels passed around the gas finger. 
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� Squeezing (also called expansion) stage, shown from )LJ��� (i) to (o). The 

channel was mainly blocked by the growing gas finger, and then the bubble 

neck was squeezed until reaching a minimum neck width.  

� Fast pinch-off stage, shown from )LJ�� � (o) to (p). This stage could be 

considered as an instantaneous breakup. The characteristic time of this 

process was far smaller compared to the previous two stages. The bubble 

right after the pinch-off (indicated in the red dotted box) was elongated and 

would shrink under the interfacial tension force.  

 
)LJ����Typical bubble formation process observed at the cross-junction. Operating conditions: 

jL = 17.9 and jG0 = 10.7 cmᄷ s-1. The time interval between two images is 2.5 ms. 

With the present image acquisition frequency (400 fps), the fast pinch-off 

stage was too fast to be accurately separated from the squeezing stage, and thus 

was included into the squeezing stage. Therefore, the overall bubble formation 

time, ݐி , could be defined as below: 

ிݐ ൌ ݐ   ௦௨௭  (1)ݐ

Considering the frequency of each stage, they could be presented as below: 
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ଵ
ಳಷ

ൌ ଵ


 ଵ
ೞೠ

  (2) 

)LJ�� � (a) shows that the overall bubble formation frequencies fBF, 

increased with the gas-liquid superficial velocity ratio K0 (K0 = jG0 / jL) at a given 

jL, and vice versa. Note that, for each operating condition, 500-1000 images were 

used to calculate the fBF. 

The bubble formation frequency could also be estimated from the gas 

volumetric flow rates QG0 and the bubble volume VB as: 

݂ி ൌ
ொಸబ
ಳ

ൌ ಸబ�ஐ
ధ�ಳ�ஐ

ൌ ఎబಽ�
ధ�ಳ�

  (3) 

where ȍ� LV� WKH� FURVV-sectional area of the channel and ߸�� UHSUHVHQWV� WKH� UDWLR�

EHWZHHQ� WKH� EXEEOH� YROXPH� DQG� WKH� FKDQQHO� YROXPH� RFFXSLHG� ZLWK� WKH� VDPH�

OHQJWK�RI�WKH�EXEEOH��DFFRXQWLQJ�IRU�WKH��'�EXEEOH�VKDSH�DQG�WKH�OLTXLG�ILOPV�DW�

ZDOOV� DURXQG� WKH� EXEEOH���7KHUHIRUH�� LW�ZDV� ORJLFDO� WR� REVHUYH� WKDW� WKH� EXEEOH�

IUHTXHQFLHV�SORWWHG�LQ�)LJ����LQFUHDVHG�ZLWK�WKH�OLTXLG�IORZ�UDWHV�M/�DQG�gas-liquid 

superficial velocity ratio K0.  

In addition, )LJ�� �� (b) presents the variations of bubble formation 

frequencies during the filling stage and the squeezing stage versus K0. It can be 

observed that the filling frequencies (represented by solid symbols) were mainly 

determined by the ratios K0 and almost independent on the superficial liquid 

velocities jL while the squeezing frequencies were controlled by both ratios K0 and 

jL. At a given jL, these two frequencies increased with the ratio K0. The operating 

conditions were chosen to cover significant ranges in terms of liquid and gas 

superficial velocities, and also the two-phase superficial velocities (jTP) and gas-

liquid superficial velocities ratios (K0).  
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(a) 

�E� 

)LJ����%XEEOH�IRUPDWLRQ���D��RYHUDOO�IUHTXHQFLHV���E��IUHTXHQFLHV�IRU�WKH�ILOOLQJ�VWDJH��VROLG�

V\PEROV��DQG�IRU�WKH�VTXHH]LQJ�VWDJH��HPSW\�V\PEROV���DV�D�IXQFWLRQ�RI�WKH�JDV�OLTXLG�

VXSHUILFLDO�YHORFLW\�UDWLR�K�� 

When the bubble formation frequencies (overall, filling or squeezing 

frequencies) increased (and thus tended towards the image acquisition frequency), 
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the deviations induced by the image acquisition frequency (400fps) were 

inevitably higher, which could be seen from )LJ�� �� (b) when the squeezing 

frequencies is higher than 100 Hz. In the future, a more advanced camera (with 

increased image acquisition frequency while conserving enough spatial resolution) 

should be used to obtain more accurate values for the overall bubble formation, 

filling and squeezing frequencies. All the frequencies plotted in )LJ����FRXOG�EH�

IRXQG�LQ�WKH�7DEOH�6��RI�WKH�6XSSOHPHQWDU\�0DWHULDO�6�� 

 

3.2 Bubble IRUPDWLRQ patterns 

Depending on the bubble shapes during and after the bubble formation, 

three bubble formation regimes are reported in the literature, i.e., squeezing, 

dripping, and jetting regimes. )LJ�� � displays typical instantaneous gas-liquid 

Taylor flows right after the bubble pinch-off for various operating conditions. The 

generated bubble lengths were always bigger than the channel width whatever the 

operating conditions. Referring to the classical description adopted for these 

regimes (i.e., whether the bubble totally blocked the channel or not), a deep 

analysis of the images reported in )LJ��� showed that, in the present study, only 

the squeezing (e.g., a majority cases shown in )LJ��� ) and dripping regimes (e.g., 

the case CaTP = 8.5×10-3, jL = 42.9 cm s-1, jG0 = 14.3 cm s-1) took place.  

Furthermore, one could observe that the gas finger lengths (i.e., the 

coming gas thread) right after the bubble pinch-off changed with the gas and 

liquid superficial velocities. Considering this parameter, two pinch-off patterns 

were identified: 

� The pinch-off pattern type პ��ZKHUH� WKH�pinch-off of the bubble was 

located inside the cross-junction (i.e., without entering the main 

channel). This pattern was marked inside the dotted blue box in )LJ���. 

� The pinch-off pattern type პპ��ZKHUH�WKH�SLQFK-off of the bubble was 

located outside the cross-junction (namely occurred inside the main 
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channel). This pattern was marked outside the dotted blue box in )LJ��

�. 

As observed in )LJ���, at a given liquid superficial velocity, the pinch-off 

position was likely moving towards the main channel with the increase of gas 

superficial velocity (i.e., the transition from type პ�WR�type პპ�, whereas the opposite 

trend was observed at a given gas superficial velocity and for increasing liquid 

superficial velocity. To quantify these observations, the gas finger length (noted 

lGF) that was ruptured by the liquid right after the bubble pinch-off was measured 

by image processing, as illustrated in Fig. S 6 (Supplementary Material). By 

plotting this normalized gas finger length as a function of the gas-liquid 

superficial velocity ratio (see Fig. S 7 in the Supplementary Material), the two 

pinch-off patterns could be simply distinguished, depending on whether 

݈ீிȀݓ௦ௗ was higher or lower than one unit. 
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)LJ����Cartography of gas-liquid Taylor flows right after the bubble pinch-off at the cross- junction position (X1 = 0), for various operating 

conditions. The dimensionless numbers in the red brackets correspond to (CaTP×10-3, WeTP). The pinch-off patterns of type I and II are located 

inside and outside of the dotted blue box respectively.
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To better analyze the balance between the inertial, viscous, and interfacial 

forces during the bubble pinch-off process, )LJ��� proposes cartographies of the 

two flow patterns by plotting of the two-phase Capillary number (��் ൌ
ఓಽು
ఙಽ

) 

versus the gas-liquid superficial velocity ratio ό0, and the liquid phase Capillary 

number (�� ൌ
ఓಽಽ
ఙಽ

) versus the gas phase Weber number (��ீ ൌ
ఘಽಸమௗ

ఙಽ
). In 

addition, the squeezing and dripping regimes identified from )LJ�� � were also 

plotted in )LJ��� for comparison.  

In )LJ��� (a), it can be observed that at a given two-phase CaTP number, the 

pinch-off pattern moved from type პ�WR�type ჟ�ZLWK�LQFUHDVLQJ�ό0. At a given ό0, 

an increase of CaTP number turned the pinch-off pattern from type ჟ�WR type პ��L�H���

the increase of jTP). Furthermore, the dripping regimes were mainly found at low 

ό0 and high CaTP number, whereas the squeezing regimes were mainly found at 

high ό0. These transitions between the dripping and squeezing regimes were 

consistent with the simulation results from /L�HW�DO�� ������. In addition, all the 

points corresponding to pinch-off pattern type ჟ� EHORQJHG� WR� WKH� VTXHH]LQJ�

regimes, while there were hybrid squeezing and dripping regimes for pinch-off 

pattern type პ�  
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(a) 

(b) 

)LJ����Cartography of the pinch-off patterns for (a) two-phase Capillary numbers versus the 

gas-liquid superficial velocity ratios and (b) gas Weber numbers versus the liquid Capillary 

numbers. Empty and solid symbols represent dripping and squeezing regimes, respectively, 

for pinch-off type პ (red) and pinch-off type ჟ (black). 

)LJ�� � (b) further analyzed the transitions between each regime (either 

dripping or squeezing) and each pinch-off pattern (either type პ� RU� type ჟ��E\�

plotting the gas phase Weber number and liquid phase Capillary number. It can 

be observed that (i) the liquid phase Capillary number CaL had a major impact on 
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the transitions between pinch-off patterns, and (ii) a critical CaL was found at 

2.7×10-3. This implies that the axial position of the bubble pinch-off was mainly 

controlled by the balance between the viscous force and surface tension force, and 

thus that higher viscous force was favorable to break up the bubble inside the 

cross-junction. In addition, the dripping regimes were mainly encountered at high 

CaL and low WeG number whereas the squeezing regimes were located at low CaL. 

This was also in accordance with the identified bubble formation regimes reported 

by 6RQWWL�DQG�$WWD�������.  

 

3.3 Flow regimes DQG bubble shape after the bubble pinch-off 

After the bubble pinch-off (i.e., once the bubbles were detached), the gas-

liquid flow regimes were identified. For that, various gas and liquid flow rates 

were considered for the air/RGN colorimetric solution, as displayed in )LJ���. The 

observing position was fixed at X2 = 17 mm. The observing position X represented 

the beginning position of the region-of-interest (ROI) window and X=0 the bubble 

formation position (i.e., at the cross-junction).  

)LJ��� demonstates that a small change in liquid phase properties (from 

deionized water to RGN colorimetric solution) induced strong differences in 

terms of dewetting phenomena, and thus of bubble shapes. One could also observe 

that:  

� When WeTP < 1.3 (CaTP < 3.2×10-3), dewetting phenomena occurred 

for long bubbles.  

� When WeTP < 3.7 (CaTP < 5.3×10-3), the bubble nose and rear were 

symmetrical with each other and could be described by 

hemispherical caps with same curvatures. 

� An increase in CaTP or WeTP number induced bubble deformation 

and made bubble nose slender and bubble rear flatter. When WeTP > 
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8.3 (CaTP > 8.0×10-3), the bubble was significantly deformed and 

presented like a bullet.  

� At the same ό0, the increase in CaTP or WeTP number decreased the 

bubble and liquid slug lengths (.RUF]\N�HW�DO�������; 6FKXOHU�HW�DO���

����). 

Therefore, in )LJ���, the Taylor flow regime associated with the conditions 

where hemispherical bubble noses and tails and moderate bubble lengths were 

obtained and marked by a dotted blue box. It was operated under moderate CaTP 

(4.3×10-3 - 8.0×10-3) and WeTP (2.4 - 8.3) numbers and will be further discussed 

in terms of bubble and liquid slug lengths in section 3.4.  
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)LJ����Cartography of gas-liquid flows (air and RGN colorimetric solution) obtained for various operating conditions at the observing position X2 

= 17 mm. The numbers inside the red brackets correspond to (CaTP×10-3, WeTP). The dotted red boxes point out the location of wetting/dewetting 

phenomena. The dotted blue box corresponds to the Taylor flow regime. 
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3.4 Normalized EXEEOH, liquid slug length and bubble velocity during the flowing 

stage 

)LJ��� (a) plots the relationships between the normalized bubble lengths with the 

gas-liquid superficial velocity ratios ό0, only in the case of the Taylor flow regime 

identified from )LJ��� (i.e., moderate CaTP and WeTP numbers). Four observing positions 

(i.e., X1 / dh = 0, X6 / dh = 52, X8 / dh = 88 and X12 / dh = 223) were chosen in order to cover 

the whole length of the milli-channel. The bubble lengths were normalized by the 

hydraulic diameter of the channel dh. First, one can observe that the bubble lengths was 

maintained constant whatever the axial positions X, indicating that the pressure drop 

was small, and the expansion effect of gas phase was negligible here. In addition, the 

normalized bubble length could be predicted using the scaling law proposed by 

*DUVWHFNL�HW�DO�������� (initially proposed for T-junction), as follows: 

ಳ
ௗ
ൌ ͳ  ͳǤͺ͵ߟ�,      MAPER: 4.4%  (4) 

ZKHUH�0$3(5�LV� WKH�0HDQ�$EVROXWH�3HUFHQWDJH�(UURU�RI�5HJUHVVLRQ��GHILQHG� LQ�WKH�

6XSSOHPHQWDU\�0DWHULDO�6���  

$V� SURSRVHG� E\�$EDGLH� �������� the bubble length can be analyzed from the 

characteristic times defined in section 3.1, as below: 

ݐ �؆ �
ௗ


�؆ � ௗ

ಸబ
  (5) 
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ZKHUH�WKH�ILOOLQJ�velocities�RI�WKH�JDV�SKDVH��8ILOOLQJ��LV�SURSRUWLRQDO�WR�WKH�JDV�VXSHUILFLDO�

YHORFLWLHV� 

௦௨௭ݐ �؆ �
௪ೞೠ

ೞೠ
�؆ �௪ೞೠ

ಽ
  (6) 

ZKHUH�ZVTXHH]LQJ�LV�GHILQHG�DV�WKH�squeezing�OHQJWK�IRU�WKH�OLTXLG�SKDVH�WR�EUHDN�XS�WKH�

JDV�SKDVH��  

$V�WKH�EXE EOH� IRUPDWLRQ� WLPH�� W%)�� LV� WKH� LQYHUVH� RI� WKH� EXEEOH� IRUPDWLRQ�

IUHTXHQF\�I%)��WKH�IROORZLQJ�HTXDWLRQ�FRXOG�EH�DOVR�REWDLQHG�IURP�(T�������  

ிݐ �؆ �
ಳ
ಳಷ

�؆ � ಳ
ಸబ

  (7) 

At last, by combining Eqs. ��� to ��� and replacing them in Eq. ���, the bubble 

length could be correlated as: 

ಳ
ௗ
؆ ͳ  ௪ೞೠ

ௗ

ಸ
ಽ
ൌ ͳ  ௪ೞೠ

ௗ
    (8)ߟ

In Eq. ��� deduced from experimental data ()LJ��� (a)), a value of one as intercept 

was also obtained, confirming that, in the present case, the bubble formation could be 

described with both filling and squeezing stages. The comparison between Eqs. ��� and 

(8) would also suggest that the squeezing�OHQJWK�IRU�WKH�OLTXLG�SKDVH�WR�EUHDN�XS�WKH�JDV�

SKDVH��ZVTXHH]LQJ��ZDV������WLPHV�RI�WKH channel hydraulic diameter dh. Note that this value 

of 1.83 was in accordance with the ones obtained by <DQJ���������in the straight channel 

(1.58) and in the meandering channel (1.69).  
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 (a) 

 (b) 

)LJ����  Flowing stage: (a) normalized bubble length versus the gas-liquid ratio ό0, (b) normalized 

liquid slug length versus the inverse of ό0. Four observing ROI positions (X1 / dh = 0, X6 / dh = 52, X8 / 

dh = 88, X12 / dh = 223) and four groups of two-phase superficial velocities (jTP = 28.6, 35.7, 42.9, 

53.6 cm s-1) were considered. 
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It can be observed that, from (T������ the ratio ߸ between the bubble volume 

and the channel volume occupied by the same length of the bubble could be directly 

deduced, knowing the bubble formation frequency and bubble length (see in Table S4 

of Supplementary Material S5). It is found that ߸ ranged from 0.5 to 1.0 and increased 

with the gas-liquid superficial velocity ratio ߟ. 

)LJ��� (b) plots the relationships between the normalized liquid slug lengths and 

the inverse of ό0. Unlike the cases of LB, the standard deviations of normalized liquid 

slug length were relatively higher when 1/ό0 was higher than 2. As illustrated by the 

image (right before the bubble pinch-off) inserted in )LJ�� � (b), these conditions 

corresponded to the cases (identified to the dripping regimes) where the channel was 

not fully blocked by the bubble and so, the coming liquid could freely enter into the 

liquid slug and bypass the gas thread. Under such dripping regime, the pinch-off became 

triggered by the viscous and inertial forces, and no more by the increased pressure force 

induced at the upstream of the gas thread as for the squeezing regimes (6FKXOHU�HW�DO���

����).  

The normalized liquid slug length could be described by the following scaling 

law under the Taylor flow regime identified from )LJ��� as well: 

ೄ
ௗ
ൌ ͳǤʹ  Ǥସ

ఎబ
,       MAPER: 7.6% (9) 

The bubble length relative to the unit cell length, , was defined in the following 

equation: 

 = LB/ (LB+LS)  (10) 
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The axial positions and the gas and liquid flow rates had no effect on the 

variations of . A shown in )LJ�� �, with increasing ό0,  increased significantly as 

observed in the in-plane spiral-shaped milli-reactor (0HL� HW� DO��� ����). 0DUWLQ� HW� DO��

������ and $EDGLH� ������ proposed to describe the variation of the bubble length 

relative to the unit cell length E\�WKH�IROORZLQJ�UHODWLRQ 

ߖ ൌ ఎబ
ఎబାఈ

  (11) 

ZKHUH�Į�LV�D�FRQVWDQW��  

 

)LJ����Normalized unit cell length versus ό0 during flowing stage. Four observing ROI positions (X1 / 

dh = 0, X6 / dh = 52, X8 / dh = 88, X12 / dh = 223) and four groups of two-phase superficial velocities 

(jTP = 28.6, 35.7, 42.9, 53.6 cm s-1) were considered. 
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)LJ��� demonstrated that this equation is fully relevant for modeling the present 

experiments DQG�WKH�ILWWHG�FRQVWDQW�Į�ZDV�HTXDO�WR������LQ�DFFRUGDQFH�ZLWK�WKH�VWXG\�E\�

$EDGLH�������, in which the gas-liquid flow was formed by a cross-junction as well.  

 
)LJ�����Bubble velocities versus two-phase superficial velocities for four observing positions (X1 / dh 

= 0, X6 / dh = 52, X8 / dh = 88, X12 / dh = 223). 

At last, )LJ���� compares the bubble velocities with the two-phase superficial 

velocities for different observing positions. The bubble velocities could be described by 

the drift flux model as below: 

UB=1.02 jTP,      MAPER: 2.0% (12) 
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Eq. ���� would suggest that the bubbles traveled at a velocity almost equal to the 

two-phase superficial velocities. Note that the bubble velocities remained constant 

whatever the axial positions in the straight milli-channel.  

All the obtained bubble length, liquid slug length and the bubble velocity are 

summarized in the Supplementary Material S5.  

 

���&RQFOXVLRQV 

The dynamics of bubble formation was investigated at a cross-junction in a 

straight millimetric channel, as well as the dynamics after the bubble pinch-off (i.e., 

bubble flowing stage). The main findings were as follows: 

1) The bubble formation broadly consisted of gas filling and liquid squeezing 

stages, and the related frequencies were mainly controlled by the gas and liquid 

superficial velocities, respectively. 

2) Based on the measurements of the gas finger length (normalized by the width 

of side channel), two types of bubble pinch-off patterns were identified. The transition 

between them could be determined by a critical liquid Capillary number at 2.7×10-3. 

The squeezing and dripping regimes of bubble formation were also characterized in 

terms of gas Weber number and liquid Capillary numbers.  

3) Once the bubbles detached, gas-liquid flow regimes were described, and 

Taylor flow regime identified under moderate CaTP (4.3 - 8.0×10-3) and WeTP (2.4 - 8.3) 

numbers. In addition, some dewetting phenomena of lubrication liquid film were 

observed when WeTP < 1.3. Bubble shapes were affected by increasing CaTP or WeTP, 

the bubble nose and bubble rear becoming slender and flatter respectively. 
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4) In the Taylor flow regime, the bubble and liquid slug lengths could be 

described by the scaling laws based on the gas-liquid superficial velocity ratio and the 

inverse of it, respectively. A mathematical relationship was also proposed to describe 

the variation of the bubble length relative to the unit cell length with the gas-liquid 

superficial velocity ratio as well.  

At last, this works allowed getting quantitative characterisation of the dynamics 

during and right after the bubble formation, and thus achieving a better understanding 

on the underlying mechanisms. This will serve as basis for investigating the gas-liquid 

mass transfer occurring during these earlier stages, as presented in the Part 2 of the 

present paper. 

 

$FNQRZOHGJPHQWV 

7KH�DXWKRU�ZRXOG�OLNH�WR�DFNQRZOHGJH�WKH�ILQDQFLDO�DVVLVWDQFH�SURYLGHG�E\�WKH�&KLQD�

6FKRODUVKLS�&RXQFLO��:H�DOVR�DFNQRZOHGJH�WKH�VXSSRUW�IRU�WKLV�ZRUN�IURP�WKH�&156�

UHVHDUFK�IHGHUDWLRQ�)(50D7� 
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1RPHQFODWXUH 

Latin letters 

Symbol Description SI Units 

dh Channel hydraulic diameter [m] 

fBF Bubble formation frequency [s-1] 

ffilling Frequency of gas filling during bubble formation  [s-1] 

fsqueezing Frequency of liquid squeezing during bubble formation [s-1] 

jG0 Superficial velocity of the gas phase (݆ୋ ൌ ܳୋȀȳ) >PÂV-1] 

jL Superficial velocity of the liquid phase (݆ ൌ ܳȀȳ) >PÂV-1] 

jTP Total superficial velocity for two-phase flow (jTP=jG0+jL) >PÂV-1] 

LB Bubble length [m] 

lGF Gas finger length right after bubble pinch-off [m] 

LS Liquid slug length [m] 

Q Volumetric flow rate [m3 s-1] 

UB Bubble velocity [m s-1] 

t Time [s] 

tfilling Gas filling time during bubble formation  [s] 

tsqueezing Liquid squeezing time during bubble formation [s] 

tBF Bubble formation time [s] 

wside Horizontal width of the liquid inlet side channel  [m] 

X Axial position along the spiral tube from the bubble formation point [m] 

x x axis in Cartesian coordinates [m] 

y y axis in Cartesian coordinates [m] 

z z axis in Cartesian coordinates [m] 
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*UHHN�V\PEROV 

K0 Ratio of the superficial velocities of the gas and the liquid phases at 

the inlet of the channel (K0 = jG0 / jL) 

[-] 

ȝ Dynamic viscosity of the phase [Pa s] 

� Cross-sectional area of the channel (� =�݀
ଶ) [m2] 

߸ 
The ratio between the bubble volume to the channel volume 

occupied by the same length of the bubble 

[-] 

ȡ Density of the phase [kg m-3] 

ıL Surface tension of the liquid phase [N m-1] 

߰ Bubble length relative to the unit cell, defined as ߰ ൌ ಳ
ೆ

 [-] 

 

'LPHQVLRQOHVV�QXPEHUV 

Two-phase Capillary number ��் ൌ
ஜైౌ
ై

  

Liquid Capillary number  �� ൌ
ఓಽಽ
ఙಽ

  

Two-phase Weber number ��் ൌ
ై�ౌమ�ௗ

ై
   

Gas Weber number ��ீ ൌ
ఘಽಸమௗ

ఙಽ
  

  

 

Abbreviations 

fps Frames per second 
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GL Glucose 

LED Light-emitting diode 

MAPER Mean absolute percentage error of regression 

PMMA Poly-Methyl-Methacrylate 

ROI Region-of-interest 

RZ Resazurin 

RF Resorufin 

RGN Resazurin, Glucose, NaOH colorimetric solution 

 

6XEVFULSWV�DQG�6XSHUVFULSWV 

B Bubble 

G Gas phase 

L Liquid phase 

TP Two-phase flow 

UC Unit cell 

 

'HFODUDWLRQ�RI�&RPSHWLQJ�,QWHUHVW 

7KH�DXWKRUV�UHSRUW�QR�GHFODUDWLRQV�RI�LQWHUHVW� 
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5()(5(1&(6 
 

 

$EDGLH��7���������+\GURG\QDPLFV�RI�JDV�OLTXLG�7D\ORU�IORZ�LQ�PLFURFKDQQHOV��eFROH�
'RFWRUDOH�0pFDQLTXH��eQHUJpWLTXH��*pQLH�FLYLO�HW�3URFpGpV��7RXORXVH��,13� 

&DVWUR�+HUQiQGH]��(���9DQ�+RHYH��:���/RKVH��'���*RUGLOOR��-�0���������0LFUREXEEOH�
JHQHUDWLRQ�LQ�D�FR�IORZ�GHYLFH�RSHUDWHG�LQ�D�QHZ�UHJLPH��/DE�RQ�D�&KLS���0LQLDWXULVDWLRQ�
IRU�&KHPLVWU\�DQG�%LRORJ\����������������KWWSV���GRL�RUJ���������F�OF�����H 

'DQJ��0���<XH��-���&KHQ��*���<XDQ��4���������)RUPDWLRQ�FKDUDFWHULVWLFV�RI�7D\ORU�
EXEEOHV� LQ� D� PLFURFKDQQHO� ZLWK� D� FRQYHUJLQJ� VKDSH� PL[LQJ� MXQFWLRQ�� &KHPLFDO�
(QJLQHHULQJ�-RXUQDO��������������KWWSV���GRL�RUJ���������M�FHM������������ 

'H� 0HQHFK�� 0��� *DUVWHFNL�� 3��� -RXVVH�� )��� 6WRQH�� +�$��� ������ 7UDQVLWLRQ� IURP�
VTXHH]LQJ�WR�GULSSLQJ�LQ�D�PLFURIOXLGLF�7�VKDSHG�MXQFWLRQ��-RXUQDO�RI�)OXLG�0HFKDQLFV�
��������������  

'LHWULFK��1���3RQFLQ��6���0LGRX[��1���/L��+�=���������%XEEOH�IRUPDWLRQ�G\QDPLFV�LQ�
YDULRXV� IORZ�IRFXVLQJ� PLFURGHYLFHV�� /DQJPXLU� ���� �������������
KWWSV���GRL�RUJ���������OD������N 

'LHWULFK��1���/RXELqUH��.���-LPHQH]��0���+pEUDUG��*���*RXUGRQ��&���������$�QHZ�
GLUHFW�WHFKQLTXH�IRU�YLVXDOL]LQJ�DQG�PHDVXULQJ�JDV±OLTXLG�PDVV�WUDQVIHU�DURXQG�EXEEOHV�
PRYLQJ�LQ�D�VWUDLJKW�PLOOLPHWULF�VTXDUH�FKDQQHO��&KHPLFDO�(QJLQHHULQJ�6FLHQFH������
���������KWWSV���GRL�RUJ���������M�FHV������������ 

'ROOHW��%���9DQ�+RHYH��:���5DYHQ��-��3���0DUPRWWDQW��3���9HUVOXLV��0���������5ROH�RI�
WKH� FKDQQHO� JHRPHWU\� RQ� WKH� EXEEOH� SLQFK�RII� LQ� IORZ�IRFXVLQJ� GHYLFHV�� 3K\VLFDO�
5HYLHZ�/HWWHUV��������������  

)X��7���0D��<��� )XQIVFKLOOLQJ��'���/L��+�=��� ������%XEEOH� IRUPDWLRQ� DQG�EUHDNXS�
PHFKDQLVP�LQ�D�PLFURIOXLGLF�IORZ�IRFXVLQJ�GHYLFH��&KHPLFDO�(QJLQHHULQJ�6FLHQFH�����
�����������KWWSV���GRL�RUJ���������M�FHV������������ 

)X��7��� )XQIVFKLOOLQJ��'���0D��<���/L��+�=��� ����D�� 6FDOLQJ� WKH� IRUPDWLRQ�RI� VOXJ�
EXEEOHV�LQ�PLFURIOXLGLF�IORZ�IRFXVLQJ�GHYLFHV��0LFURIOXLGLFV�DQG�1DQRIOXLGLFV��������
�����KWWSV���GRL�RUJ���������V���������������� 

)X��7���0D��<���)XQIVFKLOOLQJ��'���=KX��&���/L��+�=�������E��6TXHH]LQJ�WR�GULSSLQJ�
WUDQVLWLRQ� IRU� EXEEOH� IRUPDWLRQ� LQ� D� PLFURIOXLGLF� 7�MXQFWLRQ�� &KHPLFDO� (QJLQHHULQJ�
6FLHQFH����������������KWWSV���GRL�RUJ���������M�FHV������������ 

)X��7���0D��<���)XQIVFKLOOLQJ��'���/L��+�=���������'\QDPLFV�RI�EXEEOH�EUHDNXS�LQ�D�
PLFURIOXLGLF� 7�MXQFWLRQ� GLYHUJHQFH�� &KHPLFDO� (QJLQHHULQJ� 6FLHQFH� ���� �����������
KWWSV���GRL�RUJ���������M�FHV������������ 

https://doi.org/10.1039/c0lc00731e
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cej.2013.02.108
https://doi.org/10.1021/la802008k
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ces.2013.03.041
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ces.2009.02.022
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10404-009-0471-0
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ces.2010.03.012
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ces.2011.06.003
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)X��7���0D��<��� )XQIVFKLOOLQJ��'���=KX��&��� /L��+�=��� ������%UHDNXS�G\QDPLFV�RI�
VOHQGHU�EXEEOHV�LQ�QRQ�QHZWRQLDQ�IOXLGV�LQ�PLFURIOXLGLF�IORZ�IRFXVLQJ�GHYLFHV��$,&K(�
-RXUQDO����������������KWWSV���GRL�RUJ���������DLF������ 

)X�� 7��� 0D��<��� ������ %XEEOH� IRUPDWLRQ� DQG� EUHDNXS� G\QDPLFV� LQ� PLFURIOXLGLF�
GHYLFHV�� $� UHYLHZ�� &KHPLFDO� (QJLQHHULQJ� 6FLHQFH� ����� ���������
KWWSV���GRL�RUJ���������M�FHV������������ 

*DUVWHFNL�� 3��� 6WRQH�� +�$��� :KLWHVLGHV�� *�0��� ������ 0HFKDQLVP� IRU� IORZ�UDWH�
FRQWUROOHG�EUHDNXS�LQ�FRQILQHG�JHRPHWULHV��$�URXWH�WR�PRQRGLVSHUVH�HPXOVLRQV��3K\VLFDO�
5HYLHZ�/HWWHUV�������������  

*DUVWHFNL��3���)XHUVWPDQ��0�-���6WRQH��+�$���:KLWHVLGHV��*�0���������)RUPDWLRQ�RI�
GURSOHWV�DQG�EXEEOHV�LQ�D�PLFURIOXLGLF�7�MXQFWLRQ���VFDOLQJ�DQG�PHFKDQLVP�RI�EUHDN�XS��
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S1 Calibration of the channel depth at the cross-junction of the 

straight millimetric channel 

As shown in Fig. S 1, all the channels, including the injection inlets 

of gas and liquid, and the main channel, were designed to have the same 

square cross-section (w2 ؆�2u2 mm2). However, it was observed that these 

dimensions could slightly deviate from 2 mm due to the manufacturing 

precision and mounting deformation of the channel. As involved in all the 

calculations for hydrodynamics and mass transfer (Parts I and II of the 

article), it was necessary to determine their exact values. A specific method 

was developed for the depth of the main channel, wv, while the side channel 

and main channel widths, wside and wh, were calibrated by a micro-ruler 

(0.10 mm), and found at 2.17 and 2.19 mm, respectively. 

(a) 

(1)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(4)

(7)

(6)
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(b) 

(c) 
)LJ��6���(a) Schematic representation of the experimental setup (the system I): (1) the 

millimetric channel (2) the backlight panel (3) high-speed camera (4) support of 
camera and backlight (5) gas inlet (6) liquid inlet (7) sliding support; (b) photography 

of the modified experimental setup (system II) involving the spectrophotometer 
cuvette; (c) schematic representation of the dimensions involved in the cuvette and in 
the channel (half of the straight channel with cross-junction is plotted for visualization 

convenience). 

 

To access wv, the experimental set-up presented in the paper (Fig. 

1) was modified. As shown in Fig. S 1 (a), the camera and backlight with 

the supporting device (4) were removed together from sliding support (7) 

and put into the horizontal direction. A cell holder with a standard 

spectrophotometric cuvette (1 cm of optical path length) was fixed in the 

place of the milli-channel. Fig. S 1 (b) shows the picture of this modified 

experimental setup. For convenience, the milli-channel system shown in 

Cuvette holder

Standard cuvette
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Fig. S 1 (a) and the cuvette system shown in Fig. S 1 (b) were defined as 

system (პ) and system (პპ). 

The channel depth could be calibrated by means of a standard 

cuvette using the same optical system. According to the Beer-Lambert law 

(note that, thanks to the aspheric condenser lens and to the NE2R10A 

absorptive ND filter, the light passing through the channel could be 

considered almost parallel and monochromatic), the absorbance of 

resorufin ARF could be expressed as below, 

ோிܣ ൌ  (S 1)  ܿ�݈�ߝ

where l, was the optical path length, ѓ (L mol-1 cm-1) the molar attenuation 

coefficient of the resorufin dye (RF), which is the single absorbing species, 

and c (mol-1 L), the related molar concentration.  

Thus, using the same dye and optical system, the optical path length 

in the milli-channel system (I) could be deduced from the optical path 

length in the cuvette system (II), according to the following equation: 

κ
κ
ൌ 


ൈ 


ൌ ሺሻ

ሺሻ
  (S 2)  

where ȯ was a coefficient linked to for A and c, defined for each system, 

and ܿூ and ܿ௶௶ the molar concentrations of RF used in the systems I and 

II respectively. 
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In Fig. S 1 (c), the light paths in the two systems were illustrated, 

as well as the different channel widths. The light paths lპ and lჟ for system 

პ�DQG�ჟ�LQ�(T���6��� corresponded to the channel depth wv and the cuvette 

optical path lcuvette, respectively.  

Aqueous solutions of resorufin consisted of resazurin dye (Sigma 

Aldrich, CAS 199303, purity 93%, molar mass: 229.19 g mol-1), glucose, 

and NaOH. A second dye, safranin (Sigma Aldrich, S8884, purity 80%, 

molar mass: 350.84 g mol-1), was prepared using only deionized water (i.e., 

without glucose and NaOH) in order to verify the data obtained with 

aqueous solutions of resorufin. The resorufin aqueous solution was 

prepared according to the procedure established by Mei et al. (2020). 

Therefore, D-glucose anhydrous (Sigma Aldrich, CAS 50-99-7) and NaOH 

(Sigma Aldrich, CAS 1310-73-2) were both at a concentration of 20 g L-1. 

In presence of glucose and NaOH, resazurin (blue and not fluorescent) was 

irreversibly converted into resorufin (pink and highly fluorescent).  

The absorption spectra of resorufin- and safranin-based aqueous 

solutions (see )LJ��6��) were measured by a Jasco V-630 spectrophotometer. 

)LJ��6�� (a) presents the measured absorption spectra for resorufin. It can 

be observed that the maximal absorption peak was in the visible domain, 

at 570 nm, which was consistent with the values reported in the literature 

�=ULPãHN�HW�DO���������'RQHX[�HW�DO��������. For safranin, the absorption 

spectrum was characterized by a peak located at the wavelength near 530 
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nm, as shown in )LJ�� 6� � (b). For both dyes, the absorbance values A 

logically increased with the increase of concentrations. 

  
(a) (b) 

)LJ��6���Aqueous sROXWLRQV�RI��D��UHVRUXILQ���E��VDIUDQLQ�LQ�WKH�FXYHWWH�DW�GLIIHUHQW�
FRQFHQWUDWLRQV� 

 

�D� 
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�E� 
)LJ��6���$EVRUEDQFH�VSHFWUD�RI��D��UHVRUXILQ���E��VDIUDQLQ�DTXHRXV�VROXWLRQV�DW�

GLIIHUHQW�FRQFHQWUDWLRQV� 
 

7DEOH� 6� � summarized the molar concentrations of safranin and 

resorufin dyes applied in the cuvette and milli-channel system, respectively. 

 

7DEOH�6���Calibration of the channel depth (wv) in the cross-junction device: 
concentrations of safranin and resorufin used in the experiments with the cuvette and 

the millimetric channel systems. 

Dye System Concentrations×10-4 (mol L-1) 

Safranin &XYHWWH��ჟ� 0.04 0.07 0.14 0.29 

Safranin Milli-FKDQQHO��პ� 0.14 0.29 0.57 1.14 

Resorufin &XYHWWH��ჟ� 0.10 0.20 0.41 / 

Resorufin Milli-FKDQQHO��პ� 0.41 0.81 1.62 3.25 
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)LJ��6���Calibration of the channel depth in the cross-junction device: relations 
between absorbance and concentrations of two dyes (resorufin and safranin) in the 

cuvette or milli-channel systems. 

 

)LJ�� 6� �  shows the relations between the absorbances and the 

concentrations of two dyes, respectively, marked by red and pink colors.  

x The red and pink circular symbols correspond to the cuvette system 

(ჟ). 

x The red triangular symbols correspond to the millimetric channel 

V\VWHP� �პ�� ZLWK� WKH� VDIUDQLQ� G\H� DQG� FRQVLGHULQJ� WKH� ILUVW� 52,�

position X1. 
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x The pink triangular symbol corresponds to the millimetric channel 

V\VWHP� �პ�� ZLWK� WKH� UHVRUXILQ� G\H� DQG� FRQVLGHULQJ� GLIIHUHQW� 52,�

positions.  

According to Eq. �6��� and from the relations illustrated in )LJ��6��, 

the channel depth wv could be calculated as below:  

௩ݓ ൌ ݈௨௩௧௧
ሺሻ
ሺሻ

  (S 3) 

where lcuvette was the thickness of the standard cuvette and equals to 10 mm, 

ȯ�პ� and ȯ�ჟ� were the slopes of the straight lines relating absorbance 

values to the molar concentrations of the dye (ȯ ൌ 

ൌ ɂ ή ݈) in the systems 

�პ��DQG��პპ���UHVSHFWLYHO\��7KHVH�VORSHV�ZHUH�ILWWHG�XVLQJ�WKH�OHDVW�VTXDUHV�

method and are listed in 7DEOH�6��.  

 
7DEOH�6���Calibration of the channel depth (wv) in the cross-junction device: values of 
the fitted ળ deduced from )LJ��6�� for safranin and resorufin, in the cuvette and milli-

channel systems. 

System &XYHWWH��პ� Milli-channel 

�ჟ� 

&XYHWWH��პ� Milli-channel 

�ჟ� 

Dyes Safranin Safranin Resorufin Resorufin 

ȯ (L mol-1) 32665 

R2=0.9972 

6962 

R2=0.9959 

19776 

R2=0.9993 

4219 

R2=0.9696 

 

At last, the channel depths wv were found at 2.1313 mm and 2.1334 

mm with safranin and resorufin dyes respectively, leading to an average 

value equal to 2.13 mm (mean absolute deviation: 10-3). This value is 

slightly higher than the designed 2 mm, which could be caused by the 
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sealing ring added between the top and middle plates and the bottom and 

middle plates. 

The hydraulic diameter of the channel, noted dh, is defined as below: 

dh = 2whwv / (wh+wv) (S 4) 

The calculated hydraulic diameter dh was then equal to 2.16 mm 

(mean absolute deviation: 0.03). 

In addition, the molar attenuation coefficient ѓ could be further 

deduced through dividing the slope ȯ by ݈, and were found at 3.3×104 

and 2.0×104 L mol-1 cm-1 for safranin and resorufin dyes, which had the 

same order of magnitude than the values reported in the literature (for 

safranin 3.4×104 L mol-1 cm-1 (A Daher, 2012) and for resorufin 2.6×104 L 

mol-1 cm-1 (Siu et al., 2014) at 530nm). The relatively big differences of ѓ 

for RF may be caused by the presence of glucose and NaOH in the RF 

solution, and/or of impurities.  
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S2 Regions-of-interest (ROI) positions 

 

 
)LJ��6���*HRPHWU\�RI�WKH�VWUDLJKW�PLOOL�FKDQQHO�ZLWK�D�FURVV�MXQFWLRQ��7KH����D[LDO�
SRVLWLRQV��;��H[SUHVVHG�LQ�PP���FRUUHVSRQGLQJ�WR�WKH�YDULRXV�UHJLRQV�RI�LQWHUHVW�
�52,���DUH�PDUNHG�E\�WKH�UHG�DUURZV��$W�;� ����WKH�WZR�SKDVHV�HQWHU�LQ�FRQWDFW� 
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S3 Bubble formation frequencies 

Table S 3 Experimental data for the overall, filling and squeezing frequencies plotted 

in Fig.4.   

jL jG0 ό0 ffiling fsqueezing fBF 

cm s-1 cm s-1 (-) Hz Hz Hz 

7.2 3.6 0.5 62.75 9.42 8.19 

7.2 7.2 1 66.67 11.25 9.63 

7.2 14.3 2 81.63 16.10 13.45 

7.2 21.4 3 100.00 18.18 15.38 

14.3 7.2 0.5 50.63 33.97 20.33 

14.3 14.3 1 67.80 50.09 28.81 

14.3 21.4 1.5 95.24 45.09 30.60 

17.9 10.7 0.6 58.82 67.68 31.47 

17.9 17.9 1 80.00 71.26 37.69 

17.9 25 1.4 72.73 96.83 41.53 

17.9 35.7 2 93.02 92.30 46.33 

21.4 7.2 0.3 48.78 95.01 32.23 

21.4 14.3 0.7 60.61 112.90 39.44 

21.4 21.4 1 71.43 127.25 45.75 

21.4 32.2 1.5 90.91 148.19 56.34 
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S4 Bubble pinch-off pattern 

 
)LJ��6���,PDJH�SURFHVVLQJ�IRU�H[WUDFWLQJ�WKH�OHQJWK�RI�WKH�JDV�ILQJHU�ULJKW�DIWHU�WKH�
EXEEOH�SLQFK�RII��M/� ������DQG�M*�� ������FP�V������D��UDZ�LPDJH�RI�JDV�ILQJHU���E��

H[WUDFWHG�JDV�ILQJHU�DQG�O*)�UHSUHVHQWV�WKH�OHQJWK�RI�WKH�JDV�ILQJHU� 

 

 
)LJ��6���,GHQWLILFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�EXEEOH�IRUPDWLRQ�SDWWHUQV�REWDLQHG�DW�WKH�FURVV�MXQFWLRQ��
QRUPDOL]HG�JDV�ILQJHU�OHQJWK�ULJKW�DIWHU�WKH�EXEEOH�SLQFK�RII�YHUVXV�WKH�JDV�OLTXLG�

VXSHUILFLDO�YHORFLW\�UDWLR� 

,W�LV�QRWHG�WKDW�WKH�VWDQGDUG�GHYLDWLRQV�IRU�WKH�SLQFK�RII�SDWWHUQ�W\SH�ჟ�

ZHUH�VLJQLILFDQWO\�KLJKHU�WKDQ�WKRVH�RI�SDWWHUQ�პ��Due to the acquisition rate 
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(400 fps), one cannot exclude that the measured gas finger might not be 

equal to the gas finger right after the bubble pinch-off. To partly overcome 

this issue, for each operating condition, an average value was obtained 

using 1000 images, and then normalized by the width of the liquid inlet 

side channels (wside, see Fig. S 6). 

 

S5 Error analysis 

7KH� PHDQ� DEVROXWH� SHUFHQWDJH� HUURU� RI� UHJUHVVLRQ� �0$3(5�� LV�

H[SUHVVHG�E\�WKH�IRUPXOD� 

ܴܧܲܣܯ ൌ
ͳ
݊� ฬ

߫௧௨ െ ߫
߫௧௨

ฬ ൈ ͳͲͲΨ


ୀଵ
 (S 5) 
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S6 Bubble formation at the cross-junction in a straight milli-channel: experimental results of hydrodynamics 

characteristics 

7DEOH�6���([SHULPHQWDO�GDWD�RQ�JDV�OLTXLG�K\GURG\QDPLFV�LQ�WKH�VWUDLJKW�PLOOL�FKDQQHO�ZLWK�D�FURVV�MXQFWLRQ 

N. jL jG0 ό0 ReL, ReG, WeTP 
CaTP,  

×10-3 
UB LB / dh LS / dh fBF ߸ 

(-) cm s-1 cm s-1 (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) cm s-1 (-) (-) Hz (-) 

1 7.2 21.4 3.0 140 31 2.4 4.3 29.2 6.37 1.39 15.38 1.0 
2 11.4 17.2 1.5 221 25 2.4 4.3 29.2 3.69 1.54 22.64 0.9 
3 14.3 14.3 1.0 278 21 2.4 4.3 29.2 2.79 1.69 28.81 0.8 
4 17.9 10.7 0.6 347 16 2.4 4.3 29.2 2.07 1.99 31.47 0.8 
5 21.4 7.2 0.3 415 11 2.4 4.3 29.2 1.6 2.59 32.23 0.6 
6 14.3 21.4 1.5 278 31 3.7 5.3 36.4 3.69 1.54 30.60 0.9 
7 17.9 17.9 1.0 347 26 3.7 5.3 36.4 2.79 1.69 37.69 0.8 
8 21.4 14.3 0.7 415 21 3.7 5.3 36.4 2.19 1.92 39.44 0.8 
9 28.6 7.2 0.3 555 11 3.7 5.3 36.4 1.45 3.04 38.08 0.7 

10 17.9 25.0 1.4 347 37 5.3 6.4 43.7 3.51 1.56 41.53 0.8 
11 21.4 21.4 1.0 415 31 5.3 6.4 43.7 2.79 1.69 45.75 0.8 
12 28.6 14.3 0.5 555 21 5.3 6.4 43.7 1.9 2.14 49.28 0.7 
13 35.7 7.2 0.2 693 11 5.3 6.4 43.7 1.36 3.49 45.00 0.5 
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